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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Background 
 
Following the approval of the Mbombela Spatial Development Framework 
in 2012, a need has been identified to do more detailed precinct planning 
for certain key nodes and growth areas. This is necessary to put in place 
guidance for land use management, and also set development parameters 
to guide services and roads planning. 
 
The area north of Nelspruit CBD and the Riverview node is currently 
experiencing development pressure and include two major development 
projects, i.e. the Mpumalanga University and Fresh Produce Market.  It was 
as such deemed necessary to prepare a precinct plan for the area. 
 
 

1.2 Study Area 
 
The study area consists of the undeveloped / partially developed area north 
of Riverside, the two special project sites (University and Market), as well 
as areas for potential residential development to the south east of the 
University. 
 
The study area is indicated on the map overleaf, consisting of the growth 
area, special projects and surrounding context. 
 
 
 

1.3 Methodology 
 

The overall methodology to be followed in the preparation of the precinct 
plan is the following: 
 

 
 
 
 
Task Steps Deliverable 

Analyse Key 
Informants 

 Identify main opportunities 
and constraints 

 Identify local environmental, 
social and economic needs 

 Identify land use planning, 
policy and ownership 
limitations 

Status Quo Report 

Identify Structuring 
Elements 

 Identify main public 
transport interventions 

 Identify interchange zones 

 Clarify movement routes 

 Confirm pedestrian 
connections 

 Identify transport 
infrastructure 

Movement Framework 

Identify and Local 
Land Use 
Components 

 Identify conceptual land use 
zones 

 Consider housing typologies 
and densities 

 Identify / local land uses 

Land Use Framework 

Develop Design 
Guidelines 

 Develop design guidelines 
and specifications 

Design Guidelines 
 

Urban Management  Identify key urban 
management areas and 
issues 

Urban Management 
Guidelines 

Support & Approval  Stakeholder comments 

 Municipal approval 
processes 

Approved Precinct 
Plan 

Table 1: Precinct Planning Methodology 
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2 STATUS QUO ASSESSMENT 
 
 

2.1 Planning and Regulatory Environment 
 

2.1.1 Spatial Development Framework 

 
The Mbombela SDF (2012) provides for development growth in a northerly 
direction, north of Riverside Park.  It also sets an urban edge, which will 
have to be considered in view of especially the Market development. 
 
The University Site is located to the north east of Riverside Park.  The 
University site is designated for educational purposes in terms of the SDF, 
in line with proposals to upgrade the existing college to become a fully-
fledge university campus.  Residential accommodation for students will 
have to be considered in terms of the precinct plan 
 
The area designated for the Fresh Produce Market is not located within the 
proposed urban edge, and this specific development is not indicated.  This 
will have to be corrected in terms of the precinct plan. 
 
An extract from the current SDF, as applicable to the study area, is shown 
on the first map overleaf. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2.1.2 Land Ownership 

 
Land ownership in the area is a mix of public and private ownership.  The 
University site and a few other land areas near the University are in public 
ownership, while the remainder of the study area is predominantly in 
private ownership. 
 
The ownership distribution in the study area is shown on the second map 
overleaf. 
 
 

2.1.3 Zoning 

 
Undeveloped land are currently still zoned for agricultural purposes.  New 
zoning will be assigned to relevant farm portions in terms of formal 
township establishment processes. 
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2.2 Land Use Patterns 
 

2.2.1 Current Land Use 

 
The land to the north of Riverside is currently still undeveloped / 
agricultural.   
 
University site: The site is currently used for education purposes, i.e. the 
Lowveld College of Agriculture. 
 
The Fresh Produce Market site is not developed and currently used for 
agriculture. 
 
The area surrounding the precincts are stil mostly agricultural.  The 
exception is the Riverside Node.  It includes mainly industrial uses, but also 
some retail / business components and a casino.  Limited residential 
developmet also occur in the area. 
 
Of greater significance is the location of the precincts in a regional context.  
The Fresh Produce Market is located in a position accesibile to the wider 
agricultural region, and also to the N4 for distribution to markets. 
 
Similarly, the regionally accessible lcoation of the proposed University is 
important.  The University site is also large enough to accommodat a 
residential component.  This is necessary due to the lack of residential 
accommodation in the immediate vicinicy of the site. 
 
Existing land uses around the precincts are indicated on the first map 
overleaf. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

2.2.2 Development Trends / Initiatives 

 
 
The two proposed special developments represent the major development 
initiatives in the area.   
 
The Fresh Produce Market will contain a mix of uses including retail / 
shops, offices, warehousing and distribution, light industrial, recycling, 
training, public transport, agriculture, etc. 
 

 
Figure 1: Layout: Fresh Produce Market 
 
Proposals for the University site entails a sunstantial extension of current 
facilities, but the site will retain its role as a tertiary education facility. 
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Figure 2: Mpumalanga University Layout Plan 
 
In terms of other development, the Riverside Node is still intensifying with 
open land contained in the node being developed. 
 
A residential estate (Boschrand Heights) consisting of around 2500 
residential units and leisure facilities / open space is being proposed/ 
developed to the north of the Riverside Node.1 

                                                
1 Sketch sourced from http://hallsproperties.co.za/residential/boshrand-heights/ 

 

 
Figure 3: Proposed Boschrand Heigts Development 
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2.3 Access and Transport 
 

2.3.1 Roads and Access 

 
The R37 and R40 are the two major regional routes giving access to the 
area.  Access can also be gained from the N4 via the R37 / R40, opening 
up access to an even wider region. 
 
 
Internal links roads and access roads are however not developed yet.  
Creating internal east-west and north-south linkages in the area should be 
regarded as a priority during township establishment processes. 
 
Both the University and Fresh Produce Market are regional scale uses, 
making regional accessibility a prerequisite.  The location of these sites are 
as such ideal. 
 
The proposed P166 Western Bypass runs across the Fresh Produce 
Market site and will have to be accommodated in the site layout. 
 
 
Major roads providing access to the area are shown on the map overleaf. 
 
 

2.3.2 Public Transport 

 
The area is served by both buses and taxis.  Taxis are using informal 
ranks, e.g. at Riverside Mall. Formal facilities will have to be provided in the 
area. 
 
Bus transport predominates in the region.  The R37, R40 and Agricultural 
College Road are bus routes. Once township establishment has taken 
place, bus feeder routes have to be investigated.  At the time a writing, 
public transport planning for the area has not yet been finalized. 
 
Public transport (bus) routes are indicated on the map overleaf. 

 
 
 

2.3.3 Freight 

 
The fresh produce market will generate freight transport demand.  Its 
location on a regional route (R37) with a connection to the N4 will facilitate 
easy freight movement, both from the agricultural hinterland and the wider 
region / market. 
  
The freight railway line also passes along the fresh produce market site.  If 
volumes permit in future, a freight station should be considered. 
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2.4 Economic Context 
 
The greater Mbombela region is dominated by economic activity in the 
secondary and tertiary sectors.  Manufacturing and trade are important 
sectors in terms of contribution to GDP as shown in the table below 
(source: SDF 2012). 
 

 
Table 2: GDP 

 
 
 
Employment is mainly provided by the trade and accommodation sector, as 
well as manufacturing, government services and financial and business 
services. Employment in the agricultural and manufacturing sectors 
showed a big decline since 1995, while there was an increase in finance 
and business services (source SDF 2012). 
 

 
Table 3: Employment 

 
 
 

2.5 Population Distribution 
 
The study area is currently sparsely populated, with only a few dispersed 
residential settlements.   
 
This situation will change when planned residential developments north of 
Riverside Park up to the urban edge go ahead. 
 
The maps overleaf show the current population concentrations. 
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2.6 Infrastructure 
 

2.6.1 Water 

 
The following new reservoir zones are proposed for the extensive future 
development areas north of Nelspruit, along the corridor from Riverside to 
White River: 
 

 Riverside New 

 Boschrand Heights 

 Elawini 

 Paradys 

 University 

 Friedenheim. 
 
Current planning makes provision for existing development, proposed 
development within the urban edge and the two special projects. The 
University site will be served by the Mpumalanga University Reservoir, and 
the Fresh Produce Market Site will be served by the new Riverside 
Reservoir. 
 
The existing and proposed bulk water system, as well as new areas 
considered in planning, are indicated on the figure to the right.  With the 
exception of the fresh produce market, these areas are all within the 
current urban edge. 
 
At the time of writing, there was no clarity on the exact timing of various 
upgrades to the system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4: Extract: Water Master Plan Oct 2014 
 

2.6.2 Sanitation 

 
The entire study area forms part of the Kingstonvale drainage area. 
 
The Kingstonvale system is operated in a single main drainage area 
discharging in the Kingstonvale waste water treatment plans (WWTP) with 
a capacity of 26 Ml/d. It is situated north east of the Nelspruit CBD on the 
banks of the Crocodile River. 
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It is stated in the sanitation master plan2 that the current capacity of the 
WWTP is already insufficient and upgrade is urgently required.  It needs to 
be upgraded to accommodate current and future flows. The upgrade can 
be done in three phases. Each phase will extent the WWTP capacity with 
19Ml/d to eventually reach the final capacity of 83 Ml/d. 
 
The study area has already been included in planning for bulk sanitation.  
The special projects sites will be served by a dedicated pump station, and 
extension in urban development have also been included, as indicated on 
the figure below:3 
 

 
Figure 5: Extract: Master Plan Sewer System Oct 2014 
 
 

                                                
2 Master Plan Sewerage System. Nelspruit. Kingstonvale Drainage Area. 2014-10 
3 Master Plan Sewerage System. Nelspruit. Kingstonvale Drainage Area. 2014-10 

2.6.3 Electricity 

 
Mbombela Local Municipality provides electricity to all urban and peri-urban 
areas, including the precinct sites. 
 
 
The electricity network of Mbombela consists of four distinct categories 
broadly described below (Mbombela SDF 2012): 

 132kV power lines traversing the municipality from west 
(Ngodwana) to east (Matsulu) linking to Rocky Drift, as well as from 
south (Matsulu) to (north) Hazyview 

 A north-south 66kV power line passing Nelspruit town to the west 
and links to Hazyview in the north. 

 22kV power lines serve the farming areas north-west of Montrose, 
Ngodwana, Elandshoek, Kaapschehoop and the eastern areas, 
mainly between Legogote and Hazyview. 

 6kV power lines serve farming areas around Schagen, Nelspruit, 
White River, Rocky Drift and the southern part of the eastern 
Nsikazi areas. 

 
Mbombela’s electricity intake points from Eskom are as follows (Mbombela 
SDF 2012): 

 Rocky Drift 132kV 

 Matsafeni 132kV 

 Delta 132kV and 33kV 

 Nelsriver 132kV 

 Paardklip 22kV 
 
The connection individual developments to the bulk network will have to 
form part of the detailed layout and services plans for the townships / 
precincts. 
 

2.6.4 Solid Waste Disposal 

 
The study area will be served by the new landfill site at Tekwane, 18 km 
north east of Nelspruit.  The site still has an estimated life span of around 
30 years (Mbombela SDF 2012). 
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2.7 Natural Environment 

 

2.7.1 Geotechnical Conditions 

 
The study area is not affected by adverse geotechnical conditions in 
general.  Detailed geotechnical investigations will have to be conducted as 
part of township establishment processes to determined specific site 
conditions. 
 
The first map overleaf indicates general geology in the area. 
 

2.7.2 Environmental Sensitivity 

 
 
There are no protected areas in the study area.  Some parts of the study 
area has been classified as Critical Biodiversity Areas (Optimal Areas) for 
the protection of terrestrial ecosystems.  These areas are north of 
Riverside, parts of the University site and in the north west part of the study 
area.4  The remainder of the area comprises land that has already been 
heavily or moderately modified. 
 
In terms of protection of freshwater ecosystems, the eastern part of the 
study area is classified as an Environmental Support Area for river 
catchment.  There area is also affected by a 50m river buffer. 
 
An explanation of these concepts, from the MBSP 2014, are as follows: 
 
Terrestrial Priority Areas 

CBA: 
Irreplaceable 

(1) Areas required to meet targets and with irreplaceability 
values of more than 80%; 

(2) Critical linkages or pinch-points in the landscape that must 
remain natural. 

(3) Critically Endangered Ecosystems 

CBA: Optimal The CBA Optimal Areas (previously called ‘important and 

                                                
4 Mpumalanga Biodiversity Sector Plan 2014; MBSP 

necessary’ in the MBCP) are the areas optimally located to 
meet both the various biodiversity targets and other criteria 
defined in the analysis. Although these areas are not 
‘irreplaceable’ they are the most efficient land configuration to 
meet all biodiversity targets and design criteria 

ESA: Landscape 
Corridor 

The best option to support landscape-scale ecological 
processes, especially allowing for adaptation to the impacts of 
climate change. 

ESA: Local 
Corridor 

Finer-scale alternative pathways that build resilience into the 
corridor network by ensuring connectivity between climate 
change focal areas, reducing reliance on single landscape-
scale corridors. 

ESA: Species 
Specific 

Areas required for the persistence of particular species. 
Although these may be production landscapes, a change in 
land-use may result in loss of this species from the area. (Only 
one species-specific ESA was included in the analysis — an 
over-wintering site for blue cranes). 

ESA: Protected 
Area 
Buffers 

Areas surrounding protected areas that moderate the impacts 
of undesirable land-uses that may affect the ecological 
functioning or tourism potential of PAs. Buffer distance varies 
according to reserve status: National Parks — 10 km; Nature 
Reserves — 5 km buffer; Protected Environments — 1 km 
buffer. 

 
Fresh Water Priority Areas 

CBA: Rivers   
 

Rivers, with a 100 m buffer, that need to be maintained in a 
good ecological condition in order to meet biodiversity targets 
for freshwater ecosystems. This category includes FEPA rivers 
and all FEPA free-flowing rivers. The FEPA rivers include those 
required to meet biodiversity targets for threatened fish 
species. 

CBA: Wetlands  
 

Wetlands that are important for meeting biodiversity targets for 
freshwater ecosystems; the ecological condition of these 
wetlands need to be maintained or improved, and their loss or 
deterioration must be avoided. This category includes FEPA 
wetlands. 

CBA: Aquatic 
Species 

Areas considered critical for meeting the habitat requirements 
for selected aquatic invertebrate species (dragonflies, 
damselflies, crabs). These species are known to occur only at 
one or a few localities and are at high risk of extinction if their 
habitat is lost. Fish species are included under the CBA River 
category. 
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ESA: Wetlands All non-FEPA wetland. Although not classed as FEPAs, these 
wetlands support the hydrological functioning of rivers, water 
tables and freshwater biodiversity, as well as providing a host 
of ecosystem services through the ecological infrastructure that 
they provide. 

ESA: Wetland 
Clusters 

Clusters of wetlands embedded within a largely natural 
landscape to allow for the migration of fauna and flora between 
wetlands.  

ESA: Important 
Sub-catchments  

Sub-catchments that either contain river FEPAs and Fish 
Support Areas. 

ESA: Fish 
Support Area 

Sub-catchments that harbour fish populations of conservation 
concern, based on FEPA data augmented with regional data 
sets. 

ESA: Strategic 
Water Source 
Areas 

High rainfall areas that produce 50% of Mpumalanga’s runoff in 
only 10% of the surface area, thus supporting biodiversity and 
underpinning regional water security. 

Table 4: Ecosystem Area Classification 

 
Great care should be exercised with the development of sensitive areas; in 
some cases development are not recommended.  These environmental 
restrictions will be taken into account in the development proposals for the 
area. 
 
The second and third maps overleaf indicated the environmental status of 
the study area, in terms of both terrestrial and freshwater ecosystems. 
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3 Conclusion 
 
 
Both special project precincts have formed part of strategic planning in 
Mbombela for a number of years.  These precincts are located at highly 
accessible regional locations, well suited to serve the wider region. 
 
The high level SWOT analysis contain the following conclusions: 
 
 
 
HIGH LEVELSTRENGTHS / OPPORTUNTIES 

High level accessibility at a regional scale 

Land available for development 

No serious geotechnical or other physical constraints, with the exception of 
environmentally sensitive areas and river buffers 

University: appropriate location in provincial capital 

Fresh produce market: well located for freight transport access 

Planned new developments been included in planning for bulk water and sanitation 

 
 
 
 
HIGH LEVEL WEAKNESSES / THREATS 

Planned upgrades to bulk water and sewer would need to be implemented. 

Capacity of electricity network will have to be considered. 

Lack of residential accommodation in vicinity of university; will have to be 
considered as part of campus development or accommodated in surrounding 
area. 
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4 DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS 
 

4.1 Development Principles 
 
The area to the north of the Mbombela CBD and N4 has been experiencing 
pressure for development growth in recent years.  The Riverside node is 
nearly fully established as a high intensity, mixed use node.  To the north 
east of Riverside, plans are being implemented to transform the previous 
Agricultural College into the fully-fledge Mpumalanga University.  To the 
north west of Riverside, large scale development proposals have been 
submitted for a regional Fresh Produce Market.  In addition, a residential 
lifestyle estate in being developed to the north of Riverside (Boschrand 
Heights). 
 
The area plays an important part in the local economy.  At the same time, it 
should be ensured that the different development components are 
integrated and managed to ensure an optimum contribution to the local 
area without having an undue negative impact on the natural environment 
or contributing to urban sprawl.  To this effect, the following development 
principles are proposed: 
 

 Support the existing and developing nodes / mega-developments 
as important components of the local and regional economy. 

 Ensure linkages between, and integration of, these developments 
and the surrounding area. 

 Plan and manage infill development between and around the nodes 
/ mega-developments. 

 Protect the integrated open space network and especially 
freshwater priority areas. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

4.2 Development Concept 
 
 
Based on the above principles, and guided by the current Mbombela 
Spatial Development Framework, a spatial development concept has been 
prepared for the northern development area containing the following 
elements: 
 
Urban Structure: The main movement routes, the existing Riverside node, 
developing mega projects (University and Market), as well as the open 
space system. 
 
Infill Areas: The remaining undeveloped land, including to the east of the 
university site, is designated for specific uses such as residential and 
mixed use infill. 
 
Connectivity: The R40 and proposed P166 is recognized as the main 
arterial roads, with emphasis also on establishing east-west linkages. 
 
Growth Management: In order to prevent urban sprawl from having a 
negative impact on the surrounding natural area and to ensure high 
densities for more efficient service delivery and public transport, it is 
proposed that new development be restricted to occur within an urban 
edge.  The current urban edge is largely retained, with the exception of the 
inclusion of the Market site. 
 
The development concept is indicated on the map overleaf. 
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4.3 Development Conditions 
 
The spatial development concept is the medium to long term vision for the 
desired spatial form for the northern development area.  There are however 
certain pre-conditions and requirements that will have to be met before this 
vision can be realised.  These pertain to: 
 
Availability of Bulk Services: 
 
Detailed services planning for water, sanitation and electricity has been 
conducted for the region including the CBD and the study area, making 
provision for additional bulk capacity to accommodate proposed new 
developments.  This planning includes provision for the Riverside Node, 
the mega projects and the Boschrand residential estate.  The exact timing / 
phasing of implementation of land use changes will however have to be 
guided by the implementation of the planned bulk improvements and the 
resultant availability of bulk services. 
 
Development Condition 1: Land use changes in terms of the land use framework 
shall only be permitted when an agreement is reached between the municipality 
and developer / land owner regarding the availability of bulk services. 

 
Environmental Considerations: 
 
The eastern corner of the study area has been classified as Environmental 
Support Areas: Important Sub-Catchments in terms of the Mpumalanga 
Biodiversity Sector Plan, 2014.  This implies that new development 
implemented should not have a negative impact on run-off which could 
damage the rivers in the area.  In addition, there are also river buffers to 
consider.  While care has been taken to include river buffers in the 
proposed open space network, all development in the area has to be 
approached with sensitivity. 
 
Development Condition 3: Land use changes should be subjected to an 
Environmental Impact Assessment that in addition to regular legislative 
requirements also specifically take into consideration the conditions set out in the 
Mpumalanga Biodiversity Sector Plan, 2014 pertaining Ecological Support Areas: 
Important Sub-Catchments and treatment of river buffer areas where applicable to 
the specific site. 

4.4 Movement Framework 
 
The movement framework consists of a regional and local movement 
component. 
 
Regional Movement Network: The land uses established in the area 
typically have a wide regional service threshold, and as such depend 
heavily on good regional accessibility.  The area is very accessible due to 
its location between major regional movement routes.  The R40 between 
the Mbombela CBD and White River is a major mobility route and also 
forms the core of a north-south development corridor identified in local 
planning.  It is also a major public transport route.  The planned P166 will 
fulfil a similar regional mobility function in future.  Priority regional routes 
are: 

 R40 to White River 

 R37 to Sabie 

 Future P166 Western Bypass 

 Agricultural College Rd, connecting the R40 and Kanyamazane Rd. 
The maintenance of the regional mobility function of these roads is critical. 
 
Local Network:  It will also be important to ensure local connectivity, e.g. 
establishing east-west connections across Boschrand Heights residential 
estate, and roads connecting proposed residential areas south of the N4 to 
Agricultural College Rd.  There are already existing bridges across the N4.   
 
Public Transport: The R37, R40 and Agricultural College Rd are the 
current main public transport routes.  There is however a lack of formal 
public transport facilities. Appropriate facilities must be planned for as part 
of the ongoing public transport planning (details were not yet finalized at 
the time of writing).  Bus feeder routes will also have to be implemented for 
proposed new residential developments, especially higher density 
developments proposed to the south east of the University. 
 
The movement framework is shown on the map overleaf, including 
proposed new roads, proposal locations for public transport facilities and 
proposed new routes. 
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4.5 Land Use Framework 
 

4.5.1 Land Use Framework 

 
As indicated in the Development Concept, the key issue is ensuring that 
the major nodes and mega projects are integrated, and development of the 
surrounding area is considered in view of these major land use changes.  
To this effect, the following elements are contained in the land use 
framework, as indicated on the map overleaf: 
 
Riverside Node:  This high intensity mixed use node has already 
developed to a large extent, with retail concentrating along the R40 and 
more light industrial and commercial type uses establishing in the 
remainder of the node.  The land use parameters of this node has already 
been agreed on and no further detailed proposals will be made in this 
document. 
 
Development Corridors: The R40 has been identified as one of the main 
development corridors in the current SDF.  High intensity development 
already occurs along this road, including Riverside, the developing Drum 
Rock node and a new private hospital.  It is recommended that high 
intensity development be promoted along this corridor. 
 
The part of Agricultural College Rd between the University and 
Kanyamazane Rd also presents an opportunity for regionally accessible 
high intensity uses including higher density residential. It is proposed that 
mixed used developments be supported along this road, but that these 
should include a residential component.  The proximity of the university 
may in the longer term lead to a demand for support services, offices and 
formal student accommodation. 
 
Fresh Produce Market:  The proposed market is well-located on the R37 

and close to the N4 intersection, and is also located along a freight rail line.  
It is as such very accessible to the surrounding agricultural areas, and if 
managed could present an economic opportunity in the region. It contains 
am mix of agriculture-related uses including storage, retail and offices.  In 
order to accommodate the market, it is proposed that the urban edge be 

amended. There is no concern that this will lead to urban sprawl, since the 
market is a contained and specialized development forming a hard 
boundary between the urban and rural areas. 
 
Mpumalanga University: The development of a fully-fledged university in 
the region will make a positive contribution to skills levels and the economy 
in general. Also a regional service, the importance of this facility being 
located on regional movement routes and also public transport routes is 
supported. The site has already previously been established as a tertiary 
educational site, and the first phases of expansion and upgrade have 
commenced at the time of writing. 
 
Higher Density Residential Development:  
The development of employment and education facilities in the area makes 
it necessary to also provide suitable residential space.  It is proposed that 
land along Agricultural College Rd be used for higher density residential 
development. The area is substantially affected by environmental 
constraints so all development should be subject to the appropriate level of 
environmental impact assessment. 
 
Special Residential: A residential estate (Boschrand Heights) containing a 
mix of residential densities, open space and other amenities is already 
being marketed to the north of the Riverside node.  While details of the 
development have already been finalized to a large extent, care should be 
taken that the development does not become a completely closed off area 
limiting east-west movement.  Higher density residential uses should be 
promoted in area close to the R40, being a major public transport route. 
 
Open Space Network: River buffers and slopes render part of the area not 
desirable / suitable for development.  These areas are also important from 
an ecological perspective, and should be incorporated into an integrated 
open space system.  In addition to a conservation function, part this system 
could play to role of a regional leisure facility, e.g. hiking routes or mountain 
bike routes linked to the botanical gardens.   
 
Urban Edge: To ensure that urban development do not encroach on 
important natural and agricultural areas, it is proposed that the urban edge 
as originally set in the Mbombela SDF of 2012 be retained, with the 
exception of an expansion to accommodate the Fresh Produce Market. 
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4.5.2 Proposed Zoning 

 
The suggested zoning categories for the proposed land uses are described 
in the table below.   
 
 
Category (Map) Description Proposed Zoning 

High Intensity 
Mixed Use 

Mixed use including retail, 
restaurants, services, offices 
and other business uses, light 
industrial /commercial.  Could 
include a higher density 
residential component. 

The current zoning for the 
Riverside Node is already 
appropriate and 
development has been 
established. 

Mixed Use Mixed use including retail, 
restaurants, services, offices 
and other business uses, light 
industrial /commercial.   
 
Guidelines for achieving a 
sustainable mixed use area are: 

 40% - business activities 
including retail, office and 
recreation activities. 

 10% - residential on top 
floor above retail and 
business facilities 

 20% - higher density 
residential developments to 
compliment the business 
uses. 

 30% - community facilities  
and personal services, e.g. 
doctors rooms or clinics, 
public transport facilities, 
ablution facilities for public 
spaces, open space, etc. 

Special 

Business  / 
Offices 

Offices and business uses, 
hotels / lodges. 

Business 2 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Category (Map) Description Proposed Zoning 

Education Education facilities, e.g. 
schools, tertiary learning 
institutions and all facilities 
related to the specific institution, 
e.g. hostels, cafeteria, etc. 

Education 
Private Open Space 

High Density 
Residential 

Cluster / townhouse type 
developments or walk-up units / 
low rise flats.  

Residential 2 / Residential 3 

Medium Density 
Residential 

Smaller single stands or cluster 
type developments 

Residential 1 / Residential 2 

Low Density 
Residential 

Single residential stands Residential 1 

Special 
Residential 

Mix of different residential 
densities, amenities and open 
space as per agreement with 
the Municipality;  

As required (Residential 1 to 
3) and other. 

Fresh Produce 
Market 

Mix of uses related to the main 
use of the fresh produce 
market, including offices, retail, 
warehousing and packaging, 
logistics / distribution, 
agriculture, open space, light 
industrial uses, recycling, 
training, public transport 
facilities and other ancillary 
facilities as approved by die 
Municipality. 

Special to accommodate the 
specific uses listed. 

Other Special 
Uses: 
Government 
Medical 

These use zones refer to the 
existing private hospital and 
government offices. 

Government / Institutional 

Open Space Open space for the 
conservation of sensitive areas, 
river buffers and steep slopes. 
Could include leisure facilities 
where appropriate. 

Public Open Space 

Table 5: Proposed Zoning 
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4.5.3 Land Use Parameters 

 
The suggested land use parameters included in this document are 
maximum units per hectare and maximum height, as indicated in the table 
below.  
 
These parameters are proposed to ensure a specific development 
character.  Densities or height can be lower than suggested if local 
circumstances demand lower densities (e.g. environmental or service 
constraints), and are subject to the approval of the municipality. 
 
Please note that these land use parameters apply to new development 
areas where land use parameters have not yet been formally approved / 
agreed on between the municipality and developers. 

 
Category (Map) Maximum Density (units per 

hectare) 
Maximum 
Height 

High Intensity 
Mixed Use 

Current / approved land use parameters apply 

Mixed Use 80 6 storeys 

Business / 
Offices 
 

- 6 storeys 

Education Maximum of 15 000 students to 
be accommodated; except with 
the consent of the municipality 

3 storeys 

Fresh Produce 
Market 

- 3 – 6 storeys 
for different 
erven, subject 
to the 
approval of a 
site 
development 
plan. 

 

 
 
Category (Map) Maximum Density (units per 

hectare) 
Maximum 
Height 

High Density 
Residential 

80 4 storeys 

Medium Density 
Residential 

20 2 storeys 

Low Density 
Residential 

5 to 10, subject to municipal 
consent 

2 storeys 

Special 
Residential 

Current / approved land use parameters apply 

Table 6: Land Use Management 

 

4.5.4 Land Use Budget 

 
 
The implementation of the land use framework will result in the 
development of the new land use areas and residential units as set out in 
the table below.  
 
The presence of university students have been accommodated in the land 
use budget.  For purposes of estimation, it is assumed that around a third 
of the students will eventually be housed in on-campus accommodation 
(i.e. 5000 students). This number was added to calculation of social 
facilities that are relevant, e.g. clinics.  The student number was excluded 
from the calculation of social facilities not used by university students, e.g. 
schools. 
 
For this calculation, the existing Riverside Node was excluded.  Areas that 
were included in this calculation are indicated on the figure overleaf: 
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Figure 6: Land Use Budget: Areas 
 
The land use budget is as follows: 
 

Category (Map) 
Land Area: 
Hectares 

Developable Land 
Area (ha) (75%) 

Maximum number of 
units 

High Density 
Residential 133,7 100,3 8022 

Medium Density 
Residential 20,0 15,0 300 

Low Density 
Residential 13,0 9,8 49 

Special Residential 
  

2400 

Category (Map) 
Land Area: 
Hectares 

Developable Land 
Area (ha) (75%) 

Maximum number of 
units 

Mixed Use 1 60,6 45,5 3637 

Mixed Use 2 119,8 89,8 7187 

Mixed Use 3 30,3 
 

0 

University 226,4 
 

(Max 15000 students) 
Estimate 5000 on-
campus 
accommodation 

Market 243,3 
 

0 

Total Units   26 596 

Table 7: Land Use Budget 

 
 

4.6 Social Services 
 
Based on the maximum number of additional dwelling units as indicated 
above, the maximum additional population in study area will be as follows: 
 
Maximum additional 
households: 

Average household 
size (StatsSA 
2011): 

Maximum additional 
population: 

21 596 residential units 
 

3.6 
 

77 745 

5 000 students living on-
campus 

  
5 000 

Total  82 745 

Table 8: Population Estimate 

 
Based on estimated additional population, the following additional social 
facilities would be required (see table overleaf).   
 
These facilities will have to be accommodated in the detailed township 
layout and design processes, within the residential areas as indicated on 
the land use framework. 
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Additional Social Facilities: Northern Development Area 

Estimated Maximum Additional 
Population: 82 745 Number 

of 
Facilities 
Required Facility Standard 

Education Facilities* 

Crèche, Nursery- & Pre-primary School 1 per 5,000 population 16 

Primary School 1 per 7,000 population 11 

Secondary / High School 1 per 12,500 population 6 

Health Facilities 

Primary Health Clinic 
1 per 24,000 to 70,000 
population 1 

District Hospital 
1 per 300,000 to 900,000 
population 0 

Social / Cultural Facilities     

Local Library 
1 per 20,000 to 70,000 
population 1 

Community Hall 1 per 60,000 population 1 

Other 

Fire Station / Emergency Services 
1 per 60,000 to 100,000 
population 1 

Police Station 
1 per 60,000 to 100,000 
population 1 

Post Office / Agency / Post Boxes 1 per 20,000 population 4 

District Park 
1 per 60,000 to 100,000 
population 1 

Sports Fields 
Linked to schools & sport 
clubs / university   

Standards adopted from the Provision of Social Facilities in South African 
Settlements (2012); CSIR Guidelines for the Guidelines for Human Settlement 
Planning and Design (RED BOOK) and "Making Urban Places", 1996, Behrens & 
Watson, defined as international standard. 

 
*Students were not included in population numbers to calculate education facilities 
required. 

Table 9: Social Facilities 

5 IMPLEMENTATION PRIORITIES 
 
 

5.1 Service Upgrades 
 
The planned bulk infrastructure as contained in master planning for water, 
sanitation and electricity hold the key to development being implemented.  
 
As stated earlier in the report, the exact timing / phasing of new 
development would be dependent on the availability of bulk services. 
 
 

5.2 University Node 
 
An opportunity exists to develop an integrated mixed use development 
directly to the south east of the University site on government owned land.  
 
Potential uses include high density residential / student accommodation, 
medical facilities, restaurants, convenience stores, support services such 
as internet cafes, entertainment facilities, etc. 
 
It is recommended that a site development plan / call for proposals be 
actioned as soon as possible.  This should ideally be a joint venture 
between the University Authorities, Municipality, Department of Human 
Settlements and private sector.   
 

 
Figure 7: Potential University Node 
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5.3 Roads Infrastructure 
 
To ensure release of developable land, upgraded access roads from 
Agricultural College Road to the south, also across the N4, provided as 
part of the above development should be prioritized. 
 
This should occur as part of the development of the potential University 
Node. 
 

5.4 Public Transport Infrastructure 
 
Public transport planning for the area should take into account the need for 
new routes and new public transport facilities, at or near the proposed 
locations indicated in the Movement Framework.   
 

5.5 Social Services 
 
In conjunction with the development of new residential areas, the following 
social services should be developed.  Provision for these services should 
be made in the residential township designs, and phase according to 
number of residential units added per development: 
 

Facility Nr 

Crèche, Nursery- & Pre-primary School 16 

Primary School 11 

Secondary / High School 6 

Primary Health Clinic 1 

Local Library 1 

Community Hall 1 

Fire Station 1 

Police Station 1 

Post Office / Agency / Post Boxes 4 

District Park 1  
Table 10: Implementation: Social Facilities 

6 CONCLUSION 
 
This precinct plan provides a more detailed, quantified interpretation of the 
Mbombela Spatial Development Framework of 2012 as it applies to the 
area north of the Mbombela CBD, and provide for mega projects and their 
implications for the surrounding area. 
 
Its aim is to set the specific parameters within which development should 
occur in order to achieve the continued development of the area in a 
sustainable way.  
 
 
 
 

 


